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Abstract

Fatigue tests were carried out on welded circular hollow section K-joints typical to bridges. The tests specimens were la
(approximately 9 m long and 2 m high) trusses loaded in the plane of the truss. Measured member stresses showed that a significan
of the load in a truss member may be due to bending, underlining the importance of considering correctly this load case in the design of th
structures. Measured hot-spot stresses in the joints were compared with hot-spot stresses calculated using the current design guide
found that the measured values are considerably lower than the calculated values, calling into question the applicability ofthe design guidelines
to these types of (bridge) structures.

The S–N fatigue results from the current study, on the other hand, showed that the fatigue resistance of the joints that were teste
than the correspondingS–N design curves. This means that when the considerably higher calculated hot-spot stress range is appli
corresponding design curve, the predicted resistance is similar to the resistance predicted using the lower measured hot-spot stresses inion
with the lower measuredS–N curve too. This has highlighted the importance of relating hot-spot stresses to the appropriate, correspondS–N
curves.

Evidence from the fatigue tests hasclearly demonstrated the effect of size on the fatigue strength of welded tubular joints. A comp
of fatigue S–N results from smaller and larger welded circular hollow section (CHS) joints has shown the same trend indicated in
specifications: a thicker failed member results in a lower fatigue strength. The size correction factor integrated into theS–N design curves of
the specifications, however, does not seem to represent this significant effectjustly. In light of the size effect results presented in this paper andhe
major influence of this effect on the design of welded CHS joints in general, it is recommended that a soundly based solution with targS–N
curves and a representative size effect should be sought.
c© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In search of new and innovative bridge designs, engin
and architects are employing structural members in config
tions previously considered prohibitively complicated and
economical. Tubes or circular hollow sections (CHS) are
amples of members that are becoming increasingly pop
New cutting, preparation and fabrication techniques are mak
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their use—in particular with respect to the connection between
members—more feasible and competitive.

The fatigue behaviour of welded CHS joints is a we
recognised problem in the design of tubular truss struct
that persists in many domains. Significant work has gone
the development of design methodologies and guidelines
the fatiguebehaviour of welded tubular joints. The major
of this work has been carried out with an emphasis on tub
structures in the offshore industry [1–3].

In comparison with offshore structures, CHS truss brid
exhibit several differences with respect to the welded tub

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/engstruct
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Fig. 1. Fatigue design of welded CHS joints, load effects and resistance.

Fig. 2. Truss girder, general configuration and dimensions.
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joints: joint geometries, member dimensions (both absolute
relative), the loads affecting the joint, and joint fabricati
procedures. When used in the design of CHS truss brid
current design specifications based on the work done
the offshore industry [4,5] were found to be incomplete an
prohibitively conservative. Tubular bridge member dimensi
chosen according to static requirements—as is the proce
most commonly used in bridge design—will often fail t
subsequent fatigue verification of the joints.

Two main reasons can be identified and are illustrated
Fig. 1. The fatigue design stress,�σhs, calculated for CHS
bridge joints using empirical parametric equations found
design specifications, is high, typically two to five times hig
than the nominal stress,�σnom,i , in the truss members. Whe
the design stress is applied to correspondingSR,hs–N design
lines, a further correction is made depending on the w
thickness,Ti , of the fatigue critical member (chord or brac
which can, in many cases, translate into a further penalty to
fatigue resistance of the joint.

In order to address some of these problems, large-s
tests were carried out to observe andquantify the behaviou
of welded CHS K-joints under predominantly fatigue load
[6,7]. Due to the difficulty of performing experimental fatigu
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investigations on large-scale specimens, the majority of
tests on hollow section joints carried out to date have use
isolated joints subjected to simplified loading [8–10]. The tests
presented here belong to a relatively small group of test
this size and configuration. The main aims of the experimen
investigation were to measure strains in the truss membe
proximity to the brace–chord weld intersection, and to obtai
constant amplitude fatigue test results in the form ofS–N
data and fatigue crack measurements. Comparisons bet
predicted values calculated using the existing guidelines hav
also been made.

2. Description of specimens and tests

2.1. Specimens

Eight planar CHS truss girders were tested under s
and dynamic load.Fig. 2 shows thegeneral configuration an
dimensions of the truss girders. By testing the joints in a
truss configuration, it was possible to simulate a realistic lo
situation. Each truss consisted of four welded CHS K-joints
along the bottom chord. Connections between the braces
the top chord, a plate girder, were made using bolted end pla
Due to the location of load application at the centre of the
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Table 1
Testseries,nominal values and bridge dimensions

Series (joints)/bridge Parameter Nominal dimensions (mm) θ β γ τ Weld
Chord Brace (◦) (d/D) (D/2T) (t/T)

S1 (1, 2, 3, 4)a Ref. 273× 20 139.7 × 12.5 60 0.51 6.83 0.63 FP, BR
S2 (1, 2, 3, 4) Back. ring 273× 20 139.7 × 12.5 60 0.51 6.83 0.63 FP
S3 (1, 2, 3, 4) Scale 168.3 × 12.5 88.9 × 8 60 0.53 6.73 0.64 FP, BR
S4 (1, 2, 3, 4) Weld impr. 273× 20 139.7 × 12.5 60 0.51 6.83 0.63 FP, BR, WI

Aarw. 1997 – 273× 20 139.7 × 12.5 45 0.48 4.1–5.6 0.40–0.78 FP
Lully 1997 – 508× 25–50 267× 11–25 60 0.53 5.1–10.2 0.44–0.50 FP, BR
Dättwil 2001 – 508× 50 267× 11–25 60 0.53 5.10 0.22–0.50 FP, BR

FP: Full penetration weld; BR: Backing ring; WI: Weld improved.
a S1, for example, refers to test series 1, which includes four joints: S11, S12, S13 and S14.
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chord, the two central K-joints were subjected to the high
loads and were thus the critical fatigue details. This cen
portion, comprising two CHS K-joints, four braces and o
continuous chord, will be referred to as the specimen. O
testing of a particular specimen was complete, it was unbolt
removed and the next specimen was moved into the truss.

A total of four test series with two specimens each—th
four CHS K-joints per series—were carried out.Table 1lists the
test series and gives details for each series: nominal dimen
of the CHS K-joints, non-dimensional joint parameters, w
type (with or without backing ring) and (with or withou
weld improvement. For brevity, Table 1lists nominal member
dimensions for each series. In subsequent analysis an
calculations, however, the measured dimensions were u
The nominal non-dimensional joint parameters were sim
for all four testseries. Also shown inTable 1are the nominal
dimensions used in welded CHS K- and KK-joints of thr
existing welded tubular truss bridges. It can be seen that
non-dimensional parameters of the specimens are similar to
non-dimensional parameters of the bridges.

In order to avoid overlap of the brace members and
facilitate welding in the gap region, a positive eccentricity,e,
was accepted between the brace and bottom chord axes (
to Fig. 2). The eccentricity of a K-joint can be defined as t
vertical distance between the chord axis and the intersec
point of the two brace axes. In the case of zero eccentri
the brace axes intersection and the chord axis coincide.
a positive eccentricity the brace axes intersection falls below
the chord axis, while for a negative eccentricity the brace axe
intersection falls above the chord axis. Although a nomi
eccentricity ofe = +38 mm was specified for all specimen
fabrication tolerances resulted in slightly variable eccentricit
betweenjoints.

The material used for the truss members is a hot finis
steel of grade S 355 J2 H conforming to EN 10210-1:19
and EN 10210-2:1997. This refers to a weldable steel wit
minimum tensileyield stress,fy , of 355 N/mm2 (for nominal
thicknesses≤16 mm) or 345 N/mm2 (for 16 mm< nominal
thickness≤40mm), anda minimum ultimate tensile stress,fu ,
between 490–630 N/mm2 at 22% elongation. The minimum
toughness of the steel is defined by 27 J at−20◦C.

Brace members were cut to fit the outer contour of the ch
member using computer guided cutting technology. At the sam
time, bevels were prepared at angles ranging between 30◦ and
t
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45◦. In this way a fully penetrated weld could be applie
continuously around the brace–chord intersection. A flux co
arc weld process using covered electrodes in accordance
AWS A5.20:E71 T-1 was used for all specimens.

For series 1, 3 and 4, backing rings (analogous to back
bars for plated joints) wereused for the brace–chord wel
The backing rings provide a surface against which the in
weld pass canbe made. This method of fabrication was a
used for the Lully and D¨attwil bridges (seeTable 1) and was
thought to facilitate the welding procedure and help ens
a fully penetrated weld. In series 4 the test joints were po
weld treated by needle peening following the recommendat
in [11]. The aim of the test series was to investigate t
positive influence of post-weld treatment on a region of
joint particularly susceptible to fatigue cracking. The treatm
was applied to fully fabricated specimens at the chord cro
toe region at the base of the tension brace from the gap to th
saddle, on both sides of the brace, as shown inFig. 3.

2.2. Measurements

Strain measurements on truss memberswere taken during
the static tests. Brace and chord members were equipped
uni-axial electrical resistancestrain gauges at locations awa
from the joints. Gauges were positioned in pairs, at either two
or four points on a cross-section. Strains in proximity to
brace–chord weld intersection,that is, hot-spot strains, wer
measured with various types of gauges: uni-axial strain gau
uni-axial strip gauges, rosettes,and strip rosettes. The gaug
were placed at specific joint “hot-spots”, that is, locations
the brace–chord intersection where cracks were more likely t
initiate under fatigue loading.The typical gauge arrangeme
used inthe tests is shown inFig. 4.

A second technique was used to measure strains in
joints. The purpose of these measurements was, on one h
to verify the strains measured with electrical resistance st
gauges and, on the other hand, to obtain a more com
picture of the strain evolution immediately adjacent to th
weld toe. To achieve these two objectives, a method ba
on optical interferometric techniques, specifically speck
interferometry, was adopted. Unlike strain gauges that g
measurements at discrete points, speckle interferometry ca
capture displacements over a quasi-continuous surface12].
The advantage of this feature for the tests described here
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Fig. 3. Needle peening of S44specimen (left), and treated region of joint (right).
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Fig. 4. Typical gauge arrangement onjoint; numbered joint locations.

that the strain very close to (or even up to) the weld toe co
be measured.

Speckle interferometric techniques rely on the capab
of a rough surface illuminated by a laser to retro-diffus
randomly varying field that appears as a noisy and spo
pattern called speckle. Depending on the optical configura
used, this pattern modifies point by point in relation to the lo
displacement undergone by the surface. The optical system
convert this local displacement into an optical path difference
which is thevisible and measurable output of the system.

Speckle interferometric measurements were not u
systematically, for each test, as was the case for the strain g
measurements. Although optical measurement techniques
been used for decades in civil engineering applications, the
in-situ application for large-scale testing still highlights cert
practical problems. Thus, strains in only two joints we
measured using speckle interferometry: joints S22 and S44
These strains could be compared with concurrently tested
strain gauged joints in the same specimen, i.e. S21 and S
respectively. Speckle interferometry measurements were on
carried out in the gap region of the K-joints (at location
in Fig. 4), again due tolimitations related to the setup of th
optical equipment.

2.3. Test procedure

As shown schematically inFig. 2, the top chord of the truss
girder was simply supported at its extremities. Load(�Q) was
ld
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introduced by a system of two hydraulic jacks acting on a s
distribution beam, located at the mid-span of the girder.
a first step, each specimen was subjected to 10 load–un
sequences between the minimumand maximum loads require
in the subsequent fatigue test. This was done to ensure tha
effect of residual stresses in the truss (either due to the we
and assembly work or small misalignments due to fabrica
tolerances) had stabilised and strain range values coul
expected to remain constant for the initial stage of fatig
testing. Once stabilised, static strain gauge measurements
taken at theminimum and maximum load levels.

For the fatigue tests, load cycles wereapplied to the truss in
order to determine the number of cycles to crack initiation a
to joint failure. Fatigue loading was applied in the form o
sinusoidal wave at a frequency of about 2 Hz, with a load r
of R = 0.1. A load control system was used whereby the lo
remained constant irrespective of the deflections provoke
the truss girder. Specimens with nominally identical dimensi
(series S1, S2 and S4) were subjected to the same mini
and maximum loads. The load applied to the smaller specim
(S3) was adjusted so as to obtain similar nominal stresse
the specimen brace members to those measured in the
specimens.

The CHS joints were monitored closely during test
to ensure the early detection of fatigue cracking. Once th
cracks had been detected, their surface lengths were mea
using a dye penetrant technique. The accuracy of this metho
for measuring the length of surface cracks was verified
measuring crack lengths using magnetic particle inspection.
was found that crack lengths determined with dye penet
were accurate to within 5 mm. Cracks were measured at reg
intervals during fatigue testing.

Joint failure was taken as through-thickness cracking of
chord; since all cracks occurred in the chord, through-crac
could be detected by pressurising slightly the air within
chord and monitoring the pressure with a small mechan
pressure gauge. Once the pressure gauge indicated zero,
known that one of the twoK-joints in the specimen had attaine
through-cracking. Depending on the surface length of the c
in the second joint, fatigue testing was continued without rep
of the failed joint. In all specimens except for S1 (1, 2), cra
were present in the second joint by the time the first joint ha
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Table 2
Measured member stresses and stress ratios,�Q = 600 kN

Joint Tensionbrace Compression brace Chord
�σnom br σnom br/σax br �σnom br σnom br/σax br �σnom ch σnom ch/σax ch
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2)

S11a 78 1.63 −58 1.25 – –
S21 72 1.66 −53 1.18 6 0.43
S23 74 1.73 −59 1.28 12 0.57
S31 72 1.44 −59 1.16 36 0.95
S33 77 1.38 −61 1.19 40 1.03
S41 81 1.88 −59 1.28 12 0.54
S43 76 1.64 −60 1.35 – –

a S11: series 1, joint 1; S23: series 2 joint 3.
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formed a through-thickness crack. For joint S11 the crack
repaired by gouging and re-welding, and testing was contin
until cracking in S12 had occurred.

The number of fatigue load cycles was recorded a
correlated to events during testing: the detection of a cr
(N2), various stages of crack propagation, and joint failu
(N3) (defined, in this case, as through-thickness cracking of
chord wall). The number of cycles was used to produceSR,hs–N
data for the test joints.

3. Experimental stress results

3.1. Nominal member stresses

The strains measured in the members are impor
indicators of the strain arriving at the joint and thus affect
the fatiguebehaviour of the joint. Due to joint rigidity, membe
will not only be subjected to axial strains but also to bend
strains that vary over their length. Otherwise stated, the nomin
strain (εnom) measured by the member strain gauges
comprise contributions from several load cases: axial st
(εax) due to an axial load, in-plane bending strain(εipb) due
to in-plane bending, and strain due to out-of-plane bendi
(εopb), that is, bending out of the plane of the truss.
the tests described here, the planar nature of the test
resulted in negligible strains due to out-of-plane bendin
As mentioned previously, gauges measuring nominal mem
strains were placed at certain points along the members.
to the predominantly uni-axial strain state in the members,
measured strains could be converted into stresses using th
simplified Hooke’s law.

In the design of tubular trusses, member bending stre
must be accounted for not only in the choice of mem
dimensions to satisfy static requirements but also in
calculation of fatigue stresses, that is, hot-spot stresses, in
joint. Simulation of the joint rigidity, however, is a difficult tas
that generally requires three dimensional modelling of the jo
Alternatively, current specifications [4,5] recommend that the
truss is modelled with simple bar elements and idealised jo
In this case, additional magnification factors must be use
account for the secondary moments not accurately simul
by the model.

Examining the results presented inTable 2, it can be seen
that the proportion of measured bending in the tension bra
s
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(σnom br/σax br) is high. In fact, the nominal-to-axial stres
ratios in these members are significantly higher (between
and 1.8) than the 1.3 magnification factor generally called fo
specifications. This high proportion of bending could be due
various factors particular to the truss girders used for the te
including their stiff joints—a very lowγ parameter(γ < 12.0)

was used for the joints, thus making them stiffer than the join
covered in the specifications(γ ≥ 12.0). Furthermore, the test
truss was subjectedto point loading, which may have produce
a more pronounced change in curvature in the two test jo
compared to a uniformly distributed load.

The stress ratios inTable 2 also indicate the direction o
bending moment with respect to the joint. That is, a ra
of less than unity (σnom/σax < 1.0) means that the bendin
moment adds compressive strain to the gap region of
joint, as is seen in almost all of the chord members. I
not possible to account for a reduction in axial stress
to compressive bending moments in the simplified model
procedure described above, that is, magnification factors g
in the specifications to account for bending are always gre
than one (for CHS K-joint chord members, this factor is 1.5).

Two similar, statically point-loaded large-scale trusse
composed of rectangular hollow sections (RHS) with weld
K-joints (β = 0.625, γ = 8.5, τ = 1.0, θ = 60◦) [13],
tested to determine the axial force and bending momen
distributions in the members, provide a comparison for
present experimental investigation. For the RHS trusses
stress ratios in the members (comparable to the values presen
in Table 2) under serviceability loading, at the location of
measurement, were up to 1.02 in the braces (both tru
showed similar values for the brace members), while the st
ratios in the chords varied slightly according to the stiffnes
of the truss: with a maximum value of 1.06 in the stiffer tru
and 1.02 in the less stiff truss (assuming, for simplicity, that
bending moment stress had the same sign as the axial str
the joint)

Although the stress ratios measured by Frater and Pa
[13] were significantly lower than the present measured str
ratios (and significantly lower than the magnification factors
generally called for in the specifications), the general tren
seen in the two studies are similar. The stiffer RHS trussT1
(that is, globally stiffer due to larger chord members, ot
parameters remaining the same) exhibited larger stress ratios
in the chords than the less stiff truss,T2. A similar trend was
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Fig. 5. Extrapolation of data points to determine hot-spot stress at weld toe (stresses from joint S21 sho
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seen in the present investigation, whereby the joints in the st
trusses were affected by a larger proportion of bending st
than the joints in the less stiff trusses (compare joints S11, S
S23, S41, S43 to joints S31 and S33) in both the brace
chord members. This trend appears reasonable, since a glo
stiffer truss can be expected to act more like a Vierendeel t
and thus transmit more secondary moment in its members.

3.2. Stresses in joints

The strains measured at joint locations were also converte
into stresses. In the multi-axial stress state region of the jo
the relationship between stresses and strains can be described
using the generalised Hooke’s law, wherex is the direction of
the axis of interest, in this case perpendicular to the weld to

σx = E

1 − ν2 (εx + ν(εy + εz)) (1)

whereσx is the stress in the direction perpendicular to the w
toe,E is the modulus of elasticity,ν is Poisson’s ratio,εx is the
strain in the direction perpendicular to the weld toe,εy is the
strain perpendicular to directionsx andz, andεz is the strain
perpendicular tox andy. When it is assumed that the strainsεy

andεz are very small (εx � εy , εz) and taking Poisson’s ratio
as 0.3, Eq.(1) reduces to:

σx = E

1 − ν2εx = E

0.91
εx = 1.1Eεx that is

σx

Eεx
= 1.1. (2)

Numerous investigations into the validity of Eq.(2) have
been made [3,14,15]. They have found that the stress–stra
ratio can vary depending on the load level and the location in
joint, but that the average value falls at approximately 1.1 fo
rectangular hollow section (RHS) joints and 1.2 for CHS join
Rosette measurements were used to determine the stress–
ratio in the present study. The measured ratios were foun
be similar to the ratios found in the investigations cited abo
A value of 1.17 was subsequently used, in accordance with
value found by van Wingerde et al. [16] in their treatment of a
large database of joint hot-spots strain results.

As described inSection 2.2, the joints were equipped with
various types of gauges, including uni-axial and rosette s
r
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e

.
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gauges. An example of a strip gauge measurement close t
weld toe at hot-spot location 1 of joint S21 is shown inFig. 5.
Joint hot-spot stresses were determined by extrapolating th
stress distributions, such as those shown inFig. 5, to the weld
toe. The hot-spot stress is assumed to include global effect
such as joint geometry and the type of load, but excludes loca
effects due to the weld shape and radius of the weld toe (n
effects) [5].

The extrapolation method to find the hot-spot stress has
studied and discussed thoroughly [3,14,15,17]. For the work
presented here, an extrapolation method recommended i3]
was used. For this method a second order polynomial was fit
to the stress data points within defined limits of extrapola
(Fig. 5). A linear extrapolation to the weld toe was then carr
out from two points: from the points on the second or
polynomial atLr,min and Lr,max. Thehot-spot stress,σhs, was
then taken as the value of linearly extrapolated stress at the
toe.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of measured stresses at
spot location 1, on the chord at the base of the tension bra
(refer toFig. 4) due to a fatigue load�Q = 600 kN, for both
strain gauge and speckle interferometry measurements. Str
obtained from the strain gauge measurements are shown
spacing of 2 mm (series S3) and 4 mm (series S1, S2
S4). Although gauges were also placed closer thanLr,min for
comparison with the speckle results, a minimum of three st
gauges within the extrapolation zone was required in orde
make possible extrapolation using a second order polynom
For the speckle measurements, stresses at intervals of
mm (quasi-continuous) were obtained, starting directly at
weld toe. InFig. 6 it can be seen that, due to the geome
perturbation in the joint, the stresses increase relatively rapi
close to the weld toe.

The stresses from the two measuring systems com
fairly well, especially considering that the measuremen
were taken on different joints, with slightly different nomin
member loads, weld shapes and gap sizes. The relatively
concordance between gauge and speckle results was u
since it served as an independent verification of the strain gau
measurements. The speckle interferometry measurements
Fig. 6 show a smooth, essentially symmetric curve over
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nts.
Fig. 6. Stress evolution in K-joint gaps (hot-spot location 1, on chord), from speckleinterferometry and strain gauge measureme
Table 3
Stresses in members and joints, measured and calculated

Location on joint Joint Nominal member stresses(N/mm2) Hot-spot stresses(N/mm2) Ratio
�σnom br �σnom ch �σhs,meas �σhs,calc σhs,calc/σhs,meas

1 S21 72 15 140 269 1.92
S31 72 36 187 315 1.68

2 S11 78 11 68 156 2.29
3 S11 78 11 17 167 9.82
4 S11 78 11 67 88 1.31
11 S11 78 11 132 – –

S31 72 36 122 – –
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entire gap distance. It can be seen that the inflection poin
the curve lies slightly to the left of the point of zero stress. T
is due to tension in the chord, which has the effect of increa
the tension in the gap and shifting the curve towards the tension
brace.

3.3. Comparison of measured and calculated joint stresses

Hot-spot stressesobtained from the distributions such
those shown inFig. 6and at other joint locations are present
in Table 3. They are compared with values calculated usin
design guidelines and background documents on which
design guidelines are based [18]. For comparison purposes, th
nominal stresses in the tension brace and chord member ar
given inTable 3. A generalised equation forthe calculation of
hot-spotstress can be written as follows:

σhs,i = σax br · SCFi,ax br + σipb br · SCFi,ipb br

+ σax ch · SCFi,ax ch + · · · (3)

where,σhs,i is the hot-spot stress at locationi , σax br is the stress
in the tension brace due to the axial brace force, SCFi,ax br is the
stress concentration factor at locationi due to the axial brace
force, σibp br is the stress in the tension brace due to the
plane bending moment, SCFi,ipb br is the stress concentratio
factor at joint locationi due to the moment in the brace,σax ch
of
s
g

e

lso

-

is the stress in thechord due to the chord axial force, SCFi,ax ch
is the stress concentration factor at joint locationi due tothe
axial chord force, and so on.

The stress concentration factors (SCFs) for a specific load
case can be calculated using parametric equations su
those found in the design guidelines [4,5]. Since the goal o
the comparison was to evaluate the validity of the param
equations in the determination of the hot-spot stress,
measurednominal member stresses from the tests were used in
the calculation rather than nominal member stresses determin
through analysis of a simple bar element model of the t
(the usual procedure in design). Note thatTable 3 makes
a comparison of hot-spot stresses and not SCFs. A di
comparison of measured and calculated SCFs for indivi
load cases could not bemade here, since the hot-spot stres
measured in the tests were due to a combination of load c
Furthermore, in order to calculate the hot-spot stresses,
parametric equations were assumed to be applicable to the test
joint geometries. This is not necessarily the case, since the te
joints had a lower chord diameter-to-thickness(γ ) ratio than
covered by the specifications.

In Table 3it is seen that location 1 is the point of highe
measured and calculated hot-spot stresses (series S1 a
joints can be compared directly), which corresponds to
fatigue test results—location 1 was the location of cracking f
test series S1, S2 and S3. It is also seen that the calculate
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Fig. 7. Fatigue crack development in joint S21.

Fig. 8. Cracks through chord thickness: joints S24 (left) and S31 (right) at joint location 1.
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hot-spot stresses are systematically higher than the mea
stresses. This discrepancy is referred to again below; it wa
also investigated in detail using a validated finite element mo
and is reported in [6]. Calculated hot-spot stresses that are
high can be considered conservative. It is possible that t
conservative calculated hot-spot values may contribute to
over-design of the structure that will make it economica
uncompetitive—this is particularly relevant to bridge structure
It is noted that, for S1 and S2 joints, the measured hot-
stresses on the brace atlocation 11 (refer toFig. 4) were
also relatively high. Hot-spot stresses were not calculated
location 11, since parametric equations are not given for thi
location in the design guidelines. Lastly, the hot-spot stress
measured at location 3 were very low. It is likely that the h
spot stress at this location, for this particular joint geometry
not affected by the brace loads. The calculated hot-spot stre
this location, on the other hand, ismuch higher, since it include
the effect of the brace load.

4. Fatigue behaviour of K-joints

4.1. S–N results

Cracking in all of the series S1, S2 and S3 joints occurre
at location 1, that is, at the location of highest measure
red

el

se
n

ot

r

-
s
at

stress, and followed a similar pattern where cracking occu
approximately symmetrically on either side of location 1 a
progressed towards the saddle (location 2), in the chord
along the weld toe, as seen inFig. 7. Once testing was complete
joints were cut open in order to examine the crack path bot
the thickness direction and alongthe brace–chord intersectio
Fig. 8 shows the crack paths through the chord thickness
location 1 for joints S24 and S31. The cracks follow an angle
path, that is, they are not perpendicular to the chord surf
This angle is maintained as the cracks propagate along
weld toe, away from location 1, thereby resulting in a
called double-curved crack. The angled crack indicates tha
direction of principal stress (and thus of the crack driving for
at this location is influenced, as expected, by both the brace an
chord load. The higher the proportion of brace load (stress)
more the crack angles towards the brace.

The fatigue results for series S1, S2, S3 and S4 are plott
Fig. 9. The results for S1 and S2 were considered as one data s
(S1&2) in light of the similar results obtained for the two seri
it was shown that the backing ring (refer toTable 1) did not
have an influence on the fatigue behaviour of the joints [6]. The
fatigue test results are presented in the form of logarithmica
plottedSR,hs–N curves, whereSR,hs is the hot-spot stress rang
and N is the number of load cycles to failure. The hot-sp
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Fig. 9. Fatigue test results for series S1&2, S3 and S4.

stress range is taken at the location of failure: location 1
all joints. It is noted that theN used in the following figures
refers toN4, that is, the number of cycles at which the join
has suffered a complete loss of strength. Since onlyN3 (the
number of cycles to through-thickness cracking) was attai
in the present tests, a ratio ofN4/N3 = 1.49 found in a study
of a large database of fatigue test results of CHS joints [16] was
used to extrapolate fromN3 to N4.

In the statistical evaluation of the test results,SR,hs–N mean
curves were fitted to the data through regression analysis b
on a fixed slope ofm = 3.0 up to the constant amplitude fatigue
limit, N = 5 × 106 cycles. At N greater thanN = 5 × 106

cycles, a slope ofm = 5.0 was taken.Fixed slopes were used
since allof the specimens were tested at similar hot-spot st
ranges and therefore the experimental determination of a s
wasnot feasible. Following the determination of a mean curv
characteristic curves (seeFig. 9) were established at a certain
number of standard deviations(sN ) of the dependent variabl
log N below the mean. By taking an appropriate number
standard deviations below the mean—a value which refle
the number of points in the data set, e.g. 3.5sN for 5 data
points, 2.7sN for 10 data points, 2.0sN for 50 data points, and
so on [19]—a 95% survival probability with a two-sided 75%
confidence level of the mean is achieved. The character
curves inFig. 9 are identified by theirSR,hs value at N =
2 × 106 cycles (referred to as the detail category).

In Fig. 9 two effects are clearly seen: the effect of si
and the effect of post-weld treatment. The effect of size
evident in comparing series S1&2 and S3. The dimensions
the joints in S3 were reduced proportionally in relation to join
in series S1 and S2, while the non-dimensional parame
(θ, β, γ, τ ) remained roughly the same (refer toTable 1). The
data points and their corresponding characteristic curves s
that, when the size of the specimen is reduced, the fatig
resistance increases. More specifically, when the thicknes
the failed element (in this case the chord,TS1&2 = 20 mm,
TS3 = 12.5 mm) is reduced, the characteristic curve is shifte
to the right (detail category 86 for S1&2; detail category 125
for S3).
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In Fig. 9 the results from series S1&2 can also be compare
with the results from series S4. It is recalled that series S4 jo
were geometrically identical to S1&2 joints, but were nee
peened at and around joint location 1. Testing of the S4 jo
was stopped at approximately 3× 106 cycles (Fig. 9 shows
the number of cycles multiplied conservatively by 1.49).
this point, none of the joints in the series had failed, howe
small fatigue cracks had been detected at location 1 adjacent
the compression brace, referred to as location 1c. The notch
location 1c is nominally the same as at location 1. Although
force in the brace is compressive, the chord at that location
tension and, more importantly, the material adjacent to the w
is also in tension due to tensile residual weld stresses. T
even if the applied stress range is compressive, as was
in the speckle interferometry results (Fig. 6), the local stress
range relevant to fatigue crack growth may be partly or entirely
tensile.

Compared with the cracks in the series S1 and S2 join
the cracks in series S4 joints at location 1c were detected lat
and propagated at a slower rate, suggesting that the effe
stress range wasonly partly tensile. It is interesting to not
that, at a smaller tensile stress range, location 1c is still m
critical than other locations around the tension brace–ch
intersection, including location 11 on thebrace where relatively
high hot-spot stresses were measured (Table 3). This raises
questions about the comparative severity of the notch
different locations around the joint and whether it is justifia
to compare them on thesame basis, for example using the same
SR,hs–N design curve for hot-spot locations on the chord a
on the brace.

Since the tests were stopped prior to through-thickn
cracking, a standard deviation for the S4 data points could
be determined. When the standard deviation found for the S
data was applied to the S4 data, however, a comparison inFig. 9
between the characteristic curves of the two data sets could b
made. The increase in the fatigue detail category from d
category 86 to detail category 135—a more than 50% incre
in fatigue strength and a three-fold increase in fatigue life—
very positive result in terms of the potential of needle peening
a method for improving the fatigue behaviour of welded tubu
joints. This result is in line with results of other studies whe
weld improvement techniques have been found to lengt
the fatigue life of welded steeland aluminium plate detail
[11,20,21].

4.2. Comparison with fatigue design curves

In Fig. 10 the characteristic curves for series S1&2 and
are shown, as well as the correspondingSR,hs–N design curves
The design curves are based on the reference curve that is
for joints with failed member thicknesses of 16 mm. This cu
can be written as:

log(SR,hs,16) = 1

3
(12.476− log(N4))

for 103 < N4 < 5 × 106 (4)

log(SR,hs,16) = 1

3
(16.327− log(N4))
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Fig. 10. Comparison ofcharacteristic curves to design curves.

for 5 × 106 < N4 < 108. (5)

For thicknesses otherthan 16 mm, the following correction
are applied to Eqs.(4) and(5), respectively:

SR,hs,T

SR,hs,16
=

(
16

T

)n

n = 0.06 · log N4

for 103 < N4 < 5 × 106 (6)
SR,hs,T

SR,hs,16
=

(
16

T

)n

n = 0.402 for 5× 106 < N4 < 108

(7)

whereSR,hs,T is the hot-spot stress range for tube wall thickne
T , SR,hs,16 is the hot-spot stress range for a reference tu
wall thicknessTref = 16 mm,T is the thickness of the failed
member,n is the size effect exponent, andN4 is the number of
cycles to failure.

The measured and calculated hot-spot stress ranges a
location of cracking for joint S21 are shown inFig. 10. The
calculated hot-spot stress value was presented previous
Table 3(joint S21, location 1). When the considerably high
calculated hot-spot stress range is applied to the correspon
design curve (design curve forT = 20 mm), it seems
that the predicted resistance (in terms of cycles) is
conservative. However, when the measured hot-spot s
range is subsequently related to theSR,hs–N curve found from
the tests (characteristic curve S1&2), the difference between th
predicted and measured number of cycles to failure is no lo
great, especially when theN4 valuesin the measured case i
Fig. 10 are based on a nominal ratio ofN4/N3 = 1.49. This is
due to the substantially lower detail category found for se
S1&2 in the tests and highlights the importance of relating h
spot stresses to the appropriate, correspondingSR,hs–N curves.

Also seen inFig. 10 is that the characteristic curve fo
the S3 results falls at the same level as the design curve
T = 12.5 mm, while the characteristic curve for the S1&
results falls below the design curve forT = 20 mm. Based
on these results, it appears that the correction for size inhe
to the design lines (Eqs.(3)–(6)) may be non-conservative fo
the
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ing
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ss
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s
-
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nt

T > 16 mm. Stated otherwise, the observed size effect
proportionally scaled joints appears to be greater than the
correction included in the design lines. It should be recal
however, that this kind of direct comparison between meas
values or curves and those found in the design guidelines is
justifiable (see discussion in previous paragraph). Nevertheles
just concentrating on the measured results, the significan
difference in strength between the series S1&2 and S3
prompted a further investigation into the effect of size. T
study, reported in [6] and [22], has highlighted, among othe
things, the feasibility of simulating the geometric size effec
welded tubular joints through the use of simple linear elas
fracture mechanics models. It also found that the size ef
exponent given in Eqs.(5) and(6) was derived from test data
of predominantly thinner joints(T ≤ 16 mm), thus making it
questionable whether it is suitable for the thicker bridge joi
(i.e. T > 16 mm).

The size effect correction has, as it is represented in the
design guidelines today, a major influence on the fatigue de
of welded tubular joints. When comparing the fatigue stren
(stress range) of a welded CHS joint with 16 mm thicknes
the expected crack location and, for example, the same
proportionally scaled such that the critical member is n
50 mm thick, a reduction in the predicted fatigue strength
35% at two million cycles can be expected according to E
(3)–(6). This is particularly noteworthy for welded CHS bridge
joints, since chord members in these structures will, in m
cases, have wall thicknesses substantially greater than 16
In the past, substantial effort has been put into the prec
determination of hot-spot stresses in welded tubular joints
comparison, however, much less work has concentrated
defining the correspondingSR,hs–N curves and the related siz
effect correction. In light of the results presented here and t
major influence of this effect ingeneral, it seems justifiable to
seek a soundly based solution with targetedSR,hs–N curves and
a representative size effect.

5. Conclusions

An experimental investigation on the fatigue behaviour
welded CHS K-joints for bridges has been carried out. T
following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The proportion of bending in all of the tension braces of
test girder was seen tobe high. The nominal-to-axial strai
ratio in these members is significantly higher than the
magnification factor given in design guidelines.

2. The hot-spot stress ranges calculated for the test joints, b
on current design specifications (using the nominal mem
stresses measured inthe tests), were considerably high
than the measured hot-spot stress ranges.

3. SR,hs–N results from a dataset of eight joints, where failure
occurred in the 20 mm thick chord member, have indica
a characteristic curve that is considerably lower than t
correspondingSR,hs–N curve: detail category 86 versu
detail category 105.
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4. The fatigue testresults from series S4 demonstrate the
beneficial influence of needle peening on the fatigue life
the joints. No cracks formed at joint location 1 or at any
other locations around the tension brace–chord intersection
evenafter three times the number of load cycles compa
with other similar test series. Small cracks, however, w
detected at location 1c, on the chord adjacent to
compression brace weld toe. The shift of the critical locat
in the joint, both in space and time, is an outcome that w
require further study in order to appropriately quantify t
potential benefit of weld improvement as applied to weld
CHS joints.

5. When the considerably higher calculated hot-spot st
range (see conclusion 2) is applied to the correspond
design curve, it seems that the predicted resistance
terms of cycles) is too conservative. However, when
measured hot-spot stress range is subsequently related
SR,hs–N curve also found from tests, the difference betwe
the predicted and measured number of cycles to failur
no longer as great. This is due to the substantially low
detail category found for the test joints and highlights
importance of relating hot-spot stresses to the appropria
correspondingSR,hs–N curves.

6. Investigation of the size effect through comparison of fatig
SR,hs–N results from smaller and larger welded CHS joint
shows the same trend indicated in design specifications:
thicker failed member results in a lower fatigue streng
The characteristic curve for the smaller joints falls at
same level as the current design curve forT = 12.5 mm,
while the characteristic curve for the larger joints falls bel
the current design curve forT = 20 mm (see previous
conclusion). Based on these results, the correction for
inherent to the design curves appears non-conservativ
T > 16 mm. In light of the results presented in th
paper concerning the size effect and the major influenc
this effect on the design of welded CHS joints in gene
it seems justifiable to seek a soundly based solution w
targetedSR,hs–N curves and a representative size effect.
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